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The News and Views of the Association of Dive Program Administrators

Presidents Corner – By: Holly Bourbon

The BoD also had a chance to visit the National
Zoo and its dive program in Washington, DC.
The team took the train into DC and spent the day
in our Capital. In addition to visiting dive

On June 24 and 25, Monterey Bay
Aquarium
Director
of
Dive
Programs/ADPA External Affairs
Committee
Co-chair
George
Peterson, Landry’s Corporate Dive
Operations Manager Todd Hall, and I
as ADPA President were all invited
to attend a Joint Agency Scientific
Diving Workshop at the National
Park Service office in Denver,
Colorado. A collaborative meeting
was convened to facilitate clarifying
the scientific diving standard within the
community and to strengthen collaborative
efforts. See page 4.
Finally, the Symposium and Training Day
committees are busy at work, planning for our
annual Symposium, Training Day workshops, and
DEMA convention site offerings. This issue will
give you basic logistics and planning tools for our
upcoming November Symposium and Training
Days. We hope you will attend and look forward
to seeing our current members and new members
in Las Vegas!
Safe Diving and …… #WTTADPAMF!
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Our Strategic Planning session included a review
of the Membership Benefits’ survey many of you
responded to recently. The BoD was interested in
understanding the membership’s use and
prioritization of benefits to inform future
initiatives and financial commitments. Thanks to
those of you who have responded. This issue of BT
will give you an overview of the results.

operations at the Zoo, we also had a
great tour of the elephant house and
cheetah holding facilities!
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H

appy Summer ADPA’ers!
It is hard to believe it is
already the end of July!
Your BoD had a productive (and
fun) Midyear Meeting here in the
mid-Atlantic at the National
Aquarium this past May. Our first
day of meeting agenda items
included a review of DPiC, our
annual Brett Dodson scholarship,
Symposium and Training Day
planning, Corporate Partnerships,
Bottom Times, ADPA membership,
and finances (in essence your
committees!). As we have new
members to the BoD, we also took the
opportunity to review pertinent BoD practices and
documentation processes. See page 4.
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Registration is now OPEN!
2018 ADPA Annual Symposium Schedule
Additional details for all events will be posted to the listserv as they become available. First time attendees; be
sure to apply for scholarships. All ADPA members receive discounted DEMA registration, including a free upgrade
to seminar package. See registration code on the listserv or contact any Board member for assistance to register.
Finally, we are accepting proposals for Symposium talks at this time by contacting Jake Emmert. Accepted
speakers receive a discount on Symposium registration.

If you have your ADPA lanyards from last year please bring them!

Sunday Nov 11:
Board Meeting
10 am - 5 pm. Location TBD.
Contact Holly if you would like to attend open afternoon session.

Monday Nov 12:
Training Day
Las Vegas Convention Center
 Room 1 AM
“Don’t Hit Send” (40 person limit)
 Room 1 PM
DSO Workshop (40 person limit)
 Room 2 AM
PSI (20 person limit)
 Room 2 PM
Surface Supply Systems (20 person limit)
 Room 3 AM
FFM (20 person limit)
 Room 3 PM
FFM (20 person limit)
Mandalay Bay
 AM
AZA Accreditation Workshop
 PM
Alternate as “Don’t Hit Send”
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Wednesday Nov 14 - Friday Nov 16:
Las Vegas Convention Center
 DPiC sessions
 BOD office hours
 Wednesday evening: Committee meeting / social following – Location/ time TBD.
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Tuesday Nov 13:
Symposium & Networking Event
Golden Nugget - Open to all members in good standing
 Symposium 10:00 - 6:00 pm
$125
 Networking 6:15 pm - 8:15 pm
$75
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Greetings ADPA Members,
Please remember that one of the amazing benefits offered to our membership is the
$1000.00 Brett Dodson Symposium Scholarship. The scholarship is available for one
active member in good-standing, who has never attended the Symposium in Las
Vegas this November. The application, rules and restrictions may be found at the
following link: https://sites.google.com/site/adpaonline/scholarship-application
Applications are due by Aug 1 and the winner will be notified by Sept 1.
See you all in Las Vegas!

ADPA Board of Directors

Membership Update
Please join us in welcoming 6 new members to the ADPA since our last issue!

Professional Members:
Name – Joseph Gessert
Institution – New York Aquarium
Membership Level – Pro
Email Address – jgessert@wcs.org
Name – Christopher Tomlinson
Institution – Florida Aquarium
Membership Level – Pro
Email Address – ctomlinson@flaquarium.org

Associate Members:
Name – William “Chip” Harshaw
Institution – Virginia Aquarium
Membership Level – Associate
Email Address – charshaw@virginiaaquarium.com
Name – Holly Jo Vergenz Schwab
Institution – Texas State Aquarium
Membership Level – Associate
Email Address – hschwab@txstateaq.org
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Name – Allison Shafer
Institution – California Academy of Sciences
Membership Level – Associate
Email Address - ashafer@calacademy.org
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Name – Christie Barrett
Institution – Maritime Aquarium
Membership Level – Associate
Email Address – bchristie@maritimeaquarium.org
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MID YEAR
REVIEW

The Results are IN!
69 total responses
 64 complete responses

Somewhat valuable
 Website (40%)
Not so valuable = NOTHING!
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Q15: Rank the following Training Day Options:
1. DSO Workshop
2. FFM AV Intro Workshop
3. FFM AV Advanced Workshop
4. Managerial Communications Workshop
5. PSI Cylinder Inspector Update
6. DAN Instructor Training
7. Volunteer Management Round Table
8. DiSC Personality / Team Implication Training
9. Process Mapping

Very valuable
 Google Site and Online Resources (53%)
 Bottom Times Newsletter (46%)
 Symposium Scholarship (42%)
 Corporate Partner Relationships/Discounts
(38%)
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Q13: Prioritize proposed member services
1. DPiC expansions
2. Formalized Mentorship Program
3. Monthly or Quarterly Webinar
4. Other Training Day Topics
5. ADPA Branded Swag For Sale

Extremely valuable
 Members Only Listserv (69%)
 DPiC (61%)
 Annual Symposium (56%)
 DEMA Discount (55%)
 Training Day Dive Industry Topics (44%)
 Training Day ProDev/Mgmt (37%)
 Institutional Diving Reciprocity (37%)
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Organization Spotlights – By: Ethan Simmons & Andrew Morgan
The North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores

The North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll
Shores has 5 staff and 50 volunteer divers, who
conduct approximately 1,500 dives per year.
These dives include field scientific dives for
collection and research efforts, in-house

The North Carolina Aquariums collaborate on a
number of projects. Under Dive Safety Officer
Ethan Simmons’ guidance, the Pine Knoll Shores
facility conducts a citizen science initiative
known as the Spot-A-Shark Project, wherein
local recreational divers submit photos of sand
tiger sharks to a database to help identify
individuals by their spot patterns. The primary
goal of this project is to learn more about sand
tiger habitat use and migration patterns along
the East Coast. At the Fort Fisher facility, DSO
Brian Germick and his team tag sand tiger
sharks with acoustic receivers in an effort to
learn how adult female sand tigers are using
North Carolina shipwrecks as essential habitat.
Additionally, at the Roanoke Island facility, DSO
Shawn Harper conducts a lionfish mitigation
project. All three projects are funded and
supported by the North Carolina Aquarium
Society, as well as other local organizations.
The North Carolina Aquarium (NCA) facilities
are all American Academy of Underwater
Sciences Organizational Members, as well as
members of ADPA – of course! The NCA Dive
Safety Board is currently pursuing several
variances with North Carolina OSHA for nonexempt dives.
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The Aquarium Division of the Department of
Natural and Cultural Resources of North
Carolina operates four Aquariums: at Pine Knoll
Shores, at Fort Fisher, at Roanoke Island, and at
Jennette’s Pier on Nags Head. The mission of
the Aquariums is to inspire appreciation and
conservation of the local aquatic environments.
The Aquariums were established in 1976 to
promote
awareness,
understanding,
appreciation, and conservation of the diverse
natural and cultural resources of North
Carolina’s coastal waters, estuaries, rivers, and
streams.

educational presentation and maintenance
dives, and recreational dives for VIPs and guest
divers. Dives are conducted using both open
circuit scuba & surface supplied modes.
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The North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll
Shores is located on Bogue Banks, 6 miles from
Morehead City, and sits adjacent to Bogue
Sound. Its living collection of more than 2,500
animals in 90,000 square feet of exhibit space
attracts and engages 400,000 visitors each year.
The Aquarium is situated in the Theodore
Roosevelt State Natural Area, a park consisting
of maritime, forest, and wetland ecosystems.
The exhibit path leads visitors on a journey from
the mountains to the sea, and includes two
nature trails and a nature playground area on
the property.
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ABOUT THE DSO
Pine Knoll Shores DSO Ethan Simmons grew up on the North Carolina
coast and developed a love for the ocean at a young age, visiting the
coast many times on school field trips. During high school, he
volunteered at the North Carolina Aquarium at Fort Fisher, sharing
his knowledge of the ocean environment with visitors.
He completed his Open Water scuba certification just prior to
graduating high school. His first dives were conducted in a small pond
with very poor visibility, with the final checkout dives occurring in
open water on an artificial reef. These final shipwreck dives
confirmed his love of diving and the ocean environment, and led to
his later dive certifications including Divemaster and Instructor.
Ethan’s first real aquarium job was with Discovery Cove in Orlando,
beginning as a lifeguard and progressing to an Aquarist position. This
was his first opportunity as a working diver, and from that point
there was no turning back! The Discovery Cove job led to his next role
at the Ripley’s’ Aquarium in Myrtle Beach, working under DSO
Michele Barnhill as a diver, aquarist, and marine science camp
counselor for local youth. During this time, Ethan also worked as a
contract maintenance diver at the local Bass Pro Shops facility.

After moving to Morehead City in 2006, Ethan secured a parttime position as Assistant DSO (ADSO) at the Pine Knoll Shores
aquarium, working directly with DSO Steve Broadhurst. Ethan
cites Steve as a mentor, noting that “Steve taught me nearly
everything I know about being a DSO.” The Pine Knoll Shores
Aquarium had just completed a two-year closure for renovation,
and under Broadhurst’s direction Ethan helped bring the newlyreopened aquarium back online. In 2013, Ethan had the
opportunity to take on the DSO role at Pine Knoll Shores, and is
currently mentoring his own ADSO, Lynn Coulson.
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In his spare time, Ethan enjoys boating, fishing, surfing,
snowboarding, shooting, and “just about anything I get to do
with my wife Kelly and our four-year-old son Ayden.”
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Ethan’s favorite part about working in an Aquarium is working
with other people who are passionate about what they do. He
also enjoys seeing the excitement on the faces of children
through the exhibit acrylic. “That part never gets old,” he says.
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You Say Twerk… I say Torque!
Submitted by Mark Lane, Senior Dive Officer– Cal Academy

Technique for Proper Removal and Torqueing of Second-Stage Inlet Couplings
The problem: If you’re a Hollis/Oceanic/Sherwood/Genesis regulator technician, chances are you’ve
encountered the problem of how to deal with the removable inlet coupling fitting. Many unbalanced second
stages from these manufacturers use a brass inlet coupling that threads into a grommet molded into the
plastic housing. These fittings can be tricky to disconnect when breaking the regulator down for service, as
corrosion at this point is common. Trying to hold the regulator housing steady with one hand while applying
enough torque to break the fitting free, without cracking the housing or stripping the corners off the coupling,
can be challenging. Also challenging: how to secure the housing during re-assembly so that the coupling can be
reattached using the correct amount of torque? Again, holding it in your hand while torqueing is difficult at
best. Ideally, the housing should be clamped in a vise. But given the irregular shapes of these housings, what’s
the best way to secure them in a vise?
The Solution: Securely clamping the housing into a vise. This approach works best using a Scuba Tools slide
vise, but can be done in any standard vise. All you’ll need is an ordinary length of 2 x 4, six to twelve inches
long, and a mounted bench vise.
Step One: Remove the angled jaw inserts from the slide vise. Insert the 2 x 4
section into the vise, butted up against one of the flat jaws. If you’re not using
a vise with removable jaws, you’ll need another section of wood to protect the
other side of the regulator. See Figure 1.
Step Two: Remove the purge cover assembly and mouthpiece, as well as the
low pressure hose. It is then possible to flip the housing upside down and
insert it into the vise, with the face of the regulator against the 2 x 4 and the
mouthpiece tube against the flat jaw or second section of wood. See Figure 2.
Step Three: Clamp the vise snugly enough that the housing does not move. Be
careful to not over-clamp here, to avoid cracking the housing. At this point it is
possible to apply enough force to break loose a stubborn inlet coupling on
disassembly, or to correctly torque the coupling on reassembly. See Figure 3.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Have a Hack? Submit your problem solver, or tip to:
ddeboer@adventureaquarium.com Include instructions and photos!
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That’s all there is to it. Since I began using this technique, I no longer need to
stock extra housings and inlet couplings as replacements for parts damaged
during disassembly or reassembly.
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Remora Scrubber
A Thing of Great Wonder
Product Review by Justin Kantor, Dive Officer/Supervisor of Dive
Operations, Monterey Bay Aquarium
Here at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, we have
been introduced to a battery-powered scrub unit
adapted from the boat hull cleaning business. Previously we had been using a
hydraulic Armada scrubber for years with good success when the unit was
working, but it was quite difficult to setup, operate, and breakdown as these
units are heavy, cumbersome and continually need maintenance attention. We
went on the search for an alternative unit. Luckily, Dive Officer Andrew
Morgan, with an assist from a Monterey Bay Aquarium Systems
Operator, was able to find one!

Remora Scrubber is now an ADPA Silver Partner! Learn more here: http://www.remoramarine.com
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A new brush pad driver is being developed that can drive a floor buffing pad as
well as softer versions such as circular magic eraser pads. The floor buffing
pads are able to reach the tiny nooks and crannies of an irregular but flat surface like the bottom of our
Open Seas Exhibit which is gel-coated fiberglass with an orange peel texture, and the magic eraser pads
work great on acrylic. These pad drivers are still in development by the manufacturer, but trial versions
have proven to be most successful at removing algal and detritus build up.
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This new piece of gear has many advantages including cleaning power,
lightweight and battery powered; think Casey Coy’s “Scrub King", but in
2018. The units seen here http://remoramarine.com/ have been used
in our aquarium for approximately 6 months and we’ve been having a
lot of success in run time (a full battery lasts a full dive or more),
removal of tough algae growth, and reduction in diver fatigue. It has a
variable speed and direction dial on the unit and each unit comes with two
rechargeable batteries. One of the innovative parts of the scrubber is the
number of brush options--the unit comes with brush abrasive levels 0 through
3 in a nylon brush material that can be changed underwater if necessary.
We’ve tested all abrasive levels on different surfaces and found that flat
surfaces (excluding acrylic) benefit most from this scrubber unit.
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Corporate Partner Report
What is the Be A Diver Pool? ®
For Zoos & Aquariums, the Be A Diver® Pool is a great
opportunity to not only engage your guests and draw new visitors
to your establishment, but also increase media coverage and
local interest and exposure.
The Be A Diver® Pool Tour is a year-‘round, nationwide program
that enables targeted potential diving customers to try scuba
diving in the warm, safe confines of a four-foot deep swimming
pool under professional supervision.
The Be A Diver® Pool travels throughout the United States,
making appearances during large-scale events which already attract potential customers who fit the
same affluent demographic profile targeted by the diving industry. The Be A Diver® Pool uses a
professional New York-based Public Relations firm to help attract media attention as well as potential
customers, and is often used by the event to help draw media attention for the event itself.

https://www.diversalertnetwork.org/
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http://www.submersiblesystems.com
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oceanears.com
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http://aquaticsolutions.com/
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http://www.remoramarine.com
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http://www.animal-exhibits.com/
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Over 60 Years as an Industry Leader
Sherwood Scuba - Innovation, Quality, Performance for
over 60 years. Sherwood Scuba is very pleased to be
celebrating sixty years in the diving industry. Sixty years is
a long time for any company to be in business and in the
scuba diving industry, only a handful of companies that
have been around that long. Sherwood Scuba is one of
those companies and it didn’t happen by accident. The
companies that have lasted are still here because they
build quality products, they continue to listen to the needs
of their customers, and they have an unending passion for
what they do: building safe, reliable dive equipment.
www.sherwoodscuba.com/

SEA LIFE Aquarium in Melbourne AU is Posting for a Lead Diver
https://www.seek.com.au/job/36645136?type=standard
ADPA Website Job Postings
https://adpa.org/jobs/

AZA Website Job Postings
https://www.aza.org/joblisting/

AAUS Website Job Postings
http://www.aaus.org/jobboard

Huish Outdoors at 888-270-8595 or www.Hollis.com and www.OceanicWorldwide.com click on recall
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Name of product: Oceanic and Hollis scuba diving regulators
Hazard: Regulators can restrict airflow at low tank pressures (below 500 psi), posing a drowning hazard
Remedy: Repair Recall date: June 26, 2018 Units: About 4,500 (In addition, 330 were sold in Canada)
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Huish Outdoors Recalls Scuba Diving Regulators Due to Drowning Hazard - Recall number: 18-181
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Newsletter Info
Bottom Times is the quarterly newsletter of the Association of Dive Program Administrators. Submit jobs, ideas,
and other info to the communication committee one month before the next release date.
Scheduled releases: January 2018 / April 2018 / July 2018 / October 2018 / January 2019

Communication Committee
Chair
Co-Chair
BOD Rep
Member

Dave DeBoer
Andrew Morgan
Katie Shoultz
Mauritius Bell
Mark Lane

President
President - Elect
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Director-at-Large

Holly Martel Bourbon
Mauritius Bell
Jake Emmert
Paul Dimeo
Chip Arnold
George Peterson

(Adventure Aquarium)
(Monterey Bay Aquarium)

ddeboer@adventureaquarium.com
amorgan@mbayaq.org
k.shoultz@hotmail.com
(California Academy of Sciences)
mbell@calacademy.org
(California Academy of Sciences)
mlane@calacademy.org

Board of Directors
(National Aquarium in Baltimore)
hbourbon@aqua.org
(California Academy of Sciences)
mbell@calacademy.org
(Moody Gardens)
divesafety@moodygardens.org
(Aquarium of the Pacific)
pdimeo@lbaop.org
(Alaska SeaLife Center)
chipa@alaskasealife.org
(Monterey Bay Aquarium)
gpeterson@mbayaq.org

2018 ADPA Committee Rosters

Membership: Chip Arnold – Chair
Andrew Solomon – Co-Chair
Chris Duncan

IT Committee: Scott Chapman – Chair
Daniel Redinger – Co-Chair
Chris Miller
Dave Rintoul
External Affairs: Arnold Postell – Chair
George Peterson – Co-Chair
Jenna Walker
Current BoD
Communications: Dave DeBoer – Chair
Mauritius Bell – Co-Chair
Andrew Morgan
Katie Shoultz
Mark Lane

*Elections committee is chaired by out-going President and works with past Presidents to run election.

ADPA Website www.adpa.org
ADPA Google Group https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/adpa (Member Access Only)
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Symposium: Jake Emmert – Chair
Katie Shoultz – Co-Chair
Heather Hooper
Peter Mawhinney
Andrew Solomon
Andrew Morgan
Ryan Yuen
Jon Nonnenmacher

Corporate Partner: George Peterson – Chair
Mauritius Bell – Co-Chair
Arnold Postell
Paul Dimeo
Chris Duncan
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Training Day: Paul Dimeo – Chair
Jenna Walker – Co-Chair
Jon Nonnenmacher
Jeff Christiansen
Ryan Yuen
Halle Minshall

